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Quick Production Entry
Quick Production Entry is designed to:
 Eliminate non-value added activities associated with creating and maintaining
production orders
 Streamline the reporting of production transactions
 Create a “paperless” shop floor environment
 Simplify transactions such as over/under receipt of a production order.
Configurable to:
 Automatically create a production order and report as finished in a single
transaction
 Streamline common transactions such as scrap reporting and component picking
 Enable batch lot and serial number tracking of items.
Quick Production Entry (QPE) has been designed to dramatically simplify the process of
updating production orders on the shop floor. QPE reduces the time and effort required
to update production orders and report production-related information. Now capturing
vital shop floor information such as production and scrap reporting is as simple as a
barcode scan or a touch screen transaction.
QPE is quick and easy to set up/configure and is simpler to use than “traditional” Dynamics
AX Production Reporting capabilities.
QPE streamlines the process of reporting production-related information such as the
completion of a production order and serial/lot tracking information. QPE integrates
seamlessly with Dynamics AX, and enables the use of handheld data collection devices or
touch screen devices.
Typically maintaining production orders in Dynamics AX requires a user to access multiple
screens and is a time intensive process. QPE reduces these transactions to a simple wand
of a barcode or a push of a button on a touch screen. QPE eliminates non-value added
activities associated with reporting production data and provides users with a simplified
interface to streamline these tasks. QPE also facilitates transactions such as over and under
reporting of a production order.
QPE allows for a paperless shop floor environment. Production orders, work instructions,
routing steps, product drawings and other important information can be accessed through
handheld data collection or touch screen devices.
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QPE Transactions:
 Completion of a production order
 Over/under reporting of a production order
 Good/scrap quantities
 Picking of components
 Serial and lot control
reporting
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